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Key Message
Administering Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine during the early stage of the
vaccine rollout (January/February 2021) to as many individuals as possible would
prevent more COVID-19 cases in Ontario as compared to reserving half of the initial
allotments as second booster doses (Figure 1).
On-label use of the vaccine with the administration of two doses is important, as the
second dose significantly boosts the immune response and results in a substantial
increase in neutralizing antibodies. However, using 100% of the initial allotments
immediately to vaccinate as many individuals as possible does not preclude on-label
use with two doses, even though the interval between first and second booster dose
may become longer than 21 days.
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Figure 1. Number of Projected COVID-19 Cases per 100,000 Vaccinated Individuals Within 50 Days (Days 11 to 60
of Use of Initial Allotments), by Vaccine Rollout Strategy and Timing of Use of Subsequent Allotments
Bar graph presenting the projected number of cases per 100,000 vaccinated individuals at high risk of infection
vaccinated with Pfizer BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine, in Toronto, Ontario. The theoretical estimated number of cases
without a vaccine was 2,800 per 100,000 individuals for the duration of 50 days (from day 11 after administration of the
first dose of the vaccine to day 60). The following assumptions were used: the rate of daily reported cases of 28 per
100,000 individuals observed in Toronto’s communities with the highest proportion of essential workers currently
reported (Mishra S, personal communication), which was used for illustrative purposes, will remain stable over the entire
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period of 50 days; the percentage of unreported COVID-19 cases is 50%; the efficacy of the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech’s
COVID-19 vaccine is 85% up to day 27, and decreases to 70% thereafter. The intervals of 35 and 50 days were chosen
arbitrarily for illustrative purposes. See Table 1 for calculations of the efficacy of the first dose of the vaccine, Table 2 for
the estimated effectiveness of the two rollout strategies by day of use of subsequent allotments, and Figure 2 for
predicted cumulative incidence over time by rollout strategy and day of use of subsequent allotments. Estimates only
reflect direct effects of the vaccine on vaccinated individuals but do not reflect indirect effects on unvaccinated
individuals through decreased transmission.

Summary
Background
Ontario began administering the first doses of Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine
on December 14, 2020, with an initial strategy to reserve 50% of the vaccine supply
for administration as second booster doses 21 days later, as approved by Health
Canada and other regulatory agencies across the world, which closely mirrors the
design of the Phase III clinical trial.
Questions
What is the clinical efficacy of the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine
found in the Phase III clinical trial?
How effective is the initial strategy of reserving 50% of the vaccine supply to be
administered as second booster doses, as compared with immediately administering
100% of available doses as first doses to twice as many people during the early stage
of the vaccine rollout?
What are the implications of delaying the administration of the second booster dose
of the vaccine later than 21 days after the first dose in case of delays related to the
supply chain?
Findings
The first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine has an estimated efficacy of
85% (95% confidence interval (CI) 66 to 93%) in preventing COVID-19 cases as
compared with a placebo, between 11 and 21 days after vaccination. A strategy of
using 100% of initial allotments immediately during the early stage of the vaccine
rollout (January/February 2021) is more effective in preventing COVID-19 cases as
compared with the initial strategy of reserving 50% of initial allotments as second
booster doses.
Interpretation
Administering Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine during the early stage of the
vaccine rollout (January/February 2021) to as many individuals as possible would
decrease the overall number of COVID-19 cases in Ontario, as compared to reserving
half of the initial allotments as second booster doses.
On-label use of the vaccine with the administration of two doses is important, as the
second dose significantly boosts the immune response and results in a substantial
increase in neutralizing antibodies. It may also be important in assuring the overall
durability of the immune response. Using 100% of the initial allotments immediately
to vaccinate as many individuals as possible does not preclude on-label use with two
doses, with the second booster dose administered from a subsequent allotment as
soon as it becomes available.
These conclusions also apply to Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine, which has a similar
efficacy of the first dose.
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Background
Health Canada approved the use of Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162b2,
on December 9, 2020. The approval was based on the results from Polack and
colleagues’ Phase III clinical trial involving approximately 43,000 individuals
recruited in the United States, Argentina, Brazil, South Africa, Germany, and Turkey.1
The trial established that the vaccine, when administered twice at an interval of 21
days, has an efficacy of 95% in preventing COVID-19 cases (95% CI 90% to 97%). This
means that for every 100 cases of symptomatic COVID-19 in the unvaccinated
control group, only 5 cases of symptomatic COVID-19 were observed in the vaccine
group. With the available data, it is currently unclear whether Pfizer-BioNTech’s
COVID-19 vaccine also reduces the risk of asymptomatic cases of SARS-CoV-2
infection, and the risk of transmission to others.
In the Phase III trial, the vaccine was administered via two intramuscular injections
of 30 g each, 21 days apart.1 The approved vaccination schedule for PfizerBioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine is identical to the schedule used in the trial, with the
interval between the first and second booster dose recommended to range between
19 and 28 days by Canada’s National Advisory Committee on Immunization (NACI).2
Ontario began administering the first doses of the vaccine on December 14, 2020,
with an initial strategy of reserving 50% of the vaccine supply for administration as
second booster doses 21 days later, closely mirroring the design of the clinical trial.1
On-label use of the vaccine with the administration of two doses of 30 g each is
important, as the second dose significantly boosts the immune response and results
in a substantial increase in neutralizing antibodies.3
However, there may be upfront public health benefits in administering PfizerBioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine during the early stage of the vaccine rollout to as
many individuals as possible without reserving half of the initial allotments as
second booster doses if the current Ontario vaccine supply chain remains relatively
stable, and variation in supply will not, or will only moderately, delay the timing of
the booster dose.
Questions
What is the clinical efficacy of the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine
found in the Phase III clinical trial?
How effective is the initial strategy of reserving 50% of the vaccine supply to be
administered as second booster doses, as compared with immediately administering
100% of available doses as first doses to twice as many people during the early stage
of the vaccine rollout?
What are the implications of delaying the administration of the second booster dose
of the vaccine later than 21 days after the first dose in case of delays related to the
supply chain?

Findings
Table 1 presents an analysis of COVID-19 cases that occurred during days 11 to 21
following the receipt of the first dose of the vaccine in the Phase III trial,1 which
indicates an estimated efficacy of 85% for the first dose in preventing COVID-19
cases as compared with placebo. This estimate was not stated in the published
report.1 This means that for every 100 cases of symptomatic COVID-19 in the
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unvaccinated control group, only 15 cases of symptomatic COVID-19 would be
observed during days 11 to 21 after the first dose of the vaccine.

Table 1. Efficacy of First Dose During Days 11 to 21 in Polack et al.’s Phase III Trial1
Table presenting the efficacy of the first dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine when the vaccine became
efficacious, but before the second booster dose was administered. Efficacy was estimated from COVID-19 cases that
occurred from days 11 to 21 after administration of the first dose of the vaccine or placebo. Number of events were
manually and electronically extracted from time-to-event curves presented in Figure 3 by Polack et al.,1 with numbers of
persons at risk and person-years estimated from information provided by Polack et al. and in the United States Food and
Drug Administration’s briefing document on Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine.1,4

It is unclear how long the efficacy of 85% established up to day 21 will last, but a
sudden change in the slope of the time-to-event curve appears unlikely. In addition,
data on antibody responses to a related vaccine, which is based on the same
technology but targets a different part of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, suggest no
significant decrease in antibody levels against SARS-CoV-2 after a single injection
with 60 g between day 21 and day 43 after injection.5
Table 2 shows the estimated effectiveness of the initial strategy of reserving 50% of
initial allotments as second booster doses as compared to an alternate strategy of
using 100% of initial allotments immediately in preventing symptomatic COVID-19
cases. The alternate rollout strategy would allow for the vaccination of twice as
many individuals during the early stage of the vaccine rollout, albeit with the
potential of delaying the second booster dose in case of supply chain issues. As it is
unclear how long the efficacy of 85% of the first dose will last, the model assumed
that the efficacy of the first dose would decrease to 70% from day 28 onwards until
7 days after administering the second booster dose.

Table 2. Effectiveness of Vaccine Rollout Strategies from Day 11 to Day 60 After the Beginning of Vaccine Rollout
at the Population Level by Time of Use of Subsequent Allotments
Table presenting the effectiveness of the initial rollout strategy of reserving 50% of initial allotments of Pfizer-BioNTech’s
COVID-19 vaccine as second booster doses, as compared with an alternate rollout strategy of using 100% of initial
allotments immediately. Effectiveness was estimated for the population included by Polack et al.1 using participants
allocated to placebo as the control group. An effectiveness of 84% means, for example, that for every 100 cases of
symptomatic COVID-19 in an unvaccinated population, only 16 cases of symptomatic COVID-19 would be observed
during days 11 to 60 with the chosen vaccine rollout strategy. *Subsequent allotments used to administer the first and
second doses to 50% of a population; the other 50% of the population initially remain unvaccinated and are assumed to
have no immunity against SARS-CoV-2 before start of vaccination. **Subsequent allotments used to administer second
booster doses to 100% of a population. Efficacy of the first dose is assumed to be 85% from day 11 until day 27 after the
administration of the first dose, assuming that the efficacy found during days 11 to 21 would continue to hold until day
27 (see Table 1). Efficacy after the second booster dose is assumed to be 95% from day 8 after the administration of the
second dose onwards, based on data by Polack et al.1 As it is unclear how long the efficacy of 85% of the first dose will
last, we assumed that the efficacy of the first dose would decrease to 70% from day 28 onwards until 7 days after
administering the second booster dose in case of prolongations of the interval between first and second dose to 35 or 50
days. The intervals of 35 and 50 days were chosen arbitrarily for illustrative purposes. The time window starts at day 11
when the first dose of the vaccine is considered efficacious. Estimates only reflect the direct effects of the vaccine on
vaccinated individuals but do not reflect the indirect effects on unvaccinated individuals through decreased transmission.
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Figure 1 shows that administering Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine during the
early stage of the vaccine rollout to as many individuals as possible could prevent
more COVID-19 cases between 11 and 60 days after the start of the vaccine rollout
compared to reserving half of the initial allotments as second booster doses. The
longer the delay between the use of first allotments and availability of subsequent
allotments, the larger the difference in the number of COVID-19 cases in favour of a
strategy of administering Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine during the early stage
of the vaccine rollout to as many individuals as possible.
Figure 2 shows the predicted cumulative incidence of COVID-19 cases according to
rollout strategy and time of availability of subsequent allotments for the population
included in Polack et al.’s Phase III trial1, as compared with the control group
allocated to placebo. Curves divide early, and differences are always in favour of
administering Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine during the early stage of the
vaccine rollout to as many individuals as possible.

Figure 2. Predicted Cumulative Incidence of COVID-19 Cases for Days 11 to 60 After First Dose of Pfizer-BioNTech’s
COVID-19 Vaccine, by Vaccine Rollout Strategy and Time of Availability of Subsequent Allotments
Predicted incidence of COVID-19 cases after vaccination with Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine, per 100,000
individuals included in Polack et al.’s Phase III trial,1 by vaccine rollout strategy and time of availability of subsequent
allotments. *Subsequent allotments used to administer the first and second doses to 50% of a population. **Subsequent
allotments used to administer second booster doses to 100% of a population. Efficacy of the first dose is assumed to be
85% from day 11 until day 27 after the administration of the first dose (Table 1). Efficacy after the second booster dose is
assumed to be 95% from day 8 after the administration of the second dose onwards, based on data by Polack et al.1 As it
is unclear how long the efficacy of 85% of the first dose will last, we assumed that the efficacy of the first dose would
decrease to 70% from day 28 onwards until 7 days after administering the second booster dose in case of prolongations
of the interval between first and second dose to 35 or 50 days. Estimates are for the population of participants included
in the Phase III trial by Polack et al.1 and only reflect direct effects of the vaccine on vaccinated individuals but do not
reflect indirect effects on unvaccinated individuals through decreased transmission.

A threshold analysis that assumes an interval of 50 days between the first and
second doses indicates that the efficacy of the first dose would need to drop to less
than 18% from day 28 onwards, for the initial strategy of reserving 50% of the initial
allotments for use as second booster doses to become more effective than the
alternate strategy of using 100% of the initial allotments immediately as first doses.

Interpretation
Administering Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine during the early stage of the
vaccine rollout (January/February 2021) to as many individuals as possible could
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reduce the overall number of COVID-19 cases as compared to reserving half of the
initial allotments as second booster doses in Ontario. An independent analysis using
a decision analytical model came to the same conclusion (Tuite A, personal
communication).6
On-label use of the vaccine with the administration of two doses is important, as the
second dose significantly boosts the immune response and results in a substantial
increase in neutralizing antibodies.3 It may also be important in assuring the overall
durability of the immune response. However, using 100% of the initial allotments
immediately to vaccinate as many individuals as possible does not preclude on-label
use with two doses, with the second dose administered from a subsequent
allotment as soon as it becomes available.
The occurrence of the novel SARS-CoV-2 variant7–9 is unlikely to change the
conclusions of this Science Brief. Pfizer-BioNTech’s vaccine is likely to also be
efficacious against the new variant.8 Assuming this similar vaccine efficacy, a higher
risk of transmission associated with the new variant9 will result in an increased
benefit of administering Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine during the early stage
of the vaccine rollout to as many individuals as possible. This means that the
reduction in COVID-19 cases afforded by a strategy of using 100% of initial
allotments immediately will become larger with higher transmission. Conclusions
will also remain unchanged even if there is a small to moderate decrease in efficacy
of the vaccine against the variant.
The efficacy of Pfizer-BioNTech’s vaccine may be lower in the elderly.3 However, this
is unlikely to negate the observed differences between the initial and the alternate
vaccine rollout strategies.
Finally, the conclusions of this Science Brief also apply to Moderna’s COVID-19
vaccine.10 The estimated efficacy of the first dose of Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine is
94% (95% CI 76 to 99%). This estimate is based on two versus 35 events that were
reported in the vaccine and placebo groups of Moderna’s Phase III trial for the
period starting 14 days after the first dose until the second booster dose was
administered.11
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